
Abstract
Lightning strikes especially occur during spring and
summer months in the afternoons when there is heavy
rain. In deaths resulting from lightning strike, there may
either be no evidence on the dead person's clothes or
body, or there may be burnt or torn patches on their
clothes and lichtenberg figures specific to lightning
strikes on their bodies. In such cases that also have a
comorbid of cognitive dysfunction, since there is
generally amnesia, having these figures during the
physical examination has a valuable place in early
diagnosis and quick treatment. This paper presents a case
of lightning strike that was found to have Lichtenberg
figures on the back and right leg after secondary
examination.
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Introduction
Lightning is the discharge of the electrical potential
forming in the atmosphere between clouds and the earth.
It follows a zigzag path and comes down in branches.1 As
a result of lightning strike, there may be no symptoms in
the person while broad burns, fumigations on hair and
injuries in many organs resulting from the electric current
passing through the body may be seen.2

Lightning strikes occur, especially during spring and
summer months, in the afternoons when there is heavy
rain. About 20-30% of the people who are injured as a
result of lightning strike die, while those who survive
develop various sequelae such as peripheral neuropathy
and defects in cognitive functions in the long run. In
deaths resulting from lightning strike, no symptoms may
be found on the person's clothes or body while in some
cases there may be burnt or torn places on the person's
clothes and fernlike figures specific to lightning strikes on
their bodies.3 In the autopsy of deaths resulting from
lightning strike, the symptoms detected in internal organs
are not diagnostic alone. Internal organs are reported to

have hyperaemia, oedema, fluid and bleeding.3 Because
of this, in cases of lightning strike, the person's clothes
and crime scene investigation have an important place in
early diagnosis and treatment.1

We present a case who was brought to the hospital in an
injured state as a result of lightning strike and whose
diagnosis of amnesia was made on the basis of physical
examination.

Case Report
A 32-year-old male patient, who was found in an
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Figures-1 and 2: Lichtenberg figures on the back and leg of the case that developed
as a result of lightning strike.
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unconscious state by his friend, was bought to our
hospital. His physical examination revealed that his
general condition was moderate, his consciousness was
blurred and he responded to painful stimulus. His
Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) was 14 and he had burnt
lesions on his back and right leg. His vital findings: blood
pressure 100/55mmHg, pulse 115 beat/minute,
respiratory rate 16. His laboratory examinations were:
alanine transaminase (ALT) 57, aspartate
aminotransferase (AST) 60, creatine kinase (CK) 1952,
CKMB 42, Troponin I 0,612. The patient was taken to the
intensive care unit (ICU) where he was monitored and
broad lumen vascular access was established. When the
patient was undressed for secondary examination, 3
Lichtenberg figures on his back and 1 Lichtenberg figure
on the lateral aspect of his right leg were observed; thus,
hydration was started (Figures-1 and 2). His
electrocardiogram (ECG) was taken and bladder catheter
was inserted. His ECG showed normal sinus rhythm. After
anaesthetic consultation in the ICU, his consciousness
level became clear on the second day of hospitalisation.
His anamnesis revealed that rain had started suddenly
while he was tending animals with his friend and he could
not remember what had happened afterwards. During
the observation in the ICU, no other abnormality was
noted on the patient's physical examination. He
recovered well and acquired full consciousness.

Discussion
InTurkey, there is no reliabledata aboutdeaths resulting from
lightning strikes. In a study conducted in Diyarbakir, it was
reported that 10(0.7%) of the 1441 cases whose autopsies
were done by Diyarbakir Forensic Branch Office between
1996 and 1998 had died as a result of lightning strike.4

People who work or do activities outdoors, such as
campers, walkers, farmers, construction workers, golfers
and hunters are the most common victims of lightning
strikes.5 Since our case was a shepherd, he was among the
risky group in terms of lightning strike.

Various physio-pathologic mechanisms get involved in
lightning strike. These are injuries resulting from the initial
explosion, an injury process following this, falls and
thermal and sometimes transfer injuries in tissues. Unlike
being exposed to artificially-produced electricity (it
generally lasts longer and causes advanced destruction in
deep tissues), a person is exposed to lightning strike for a
very short period of time and most of the current passes
from the surface of the body.6 Injuries resulting from

lightning strike are complex and the resulting situations
range from temporary burnt areas similar like trees to
death.7 In this case, the diagnosis was made by
Lichtenberg figures before anamnesis.

After a lightning strike, there may be broad burnt patches
on a person's clothes, metal objects on or inside clothes
(buttons, zip, belt clips, even the money in pockets) may
show signs of being exposed to extreme heat, metallic
objects may show characteristics of combining and
getting magnetic properties, clothes may be torn or the
personmay be totally undressed, and if electricity goes off
through the feet, skin or shoes may be torn at the point of
exit. Burnt clothes, synthetic materials that melt with heat
or metallic objects such as belt clip can cause burns on
skin.8 The symptoms in our case were burnt clothes or
hair, magnetisation on clothes and belts which are the
typical symptoms of lightning strike.

When the geography of Turkey and socioeconomic and
educational levels of the people are taken into
consideration, the number of injuries or deaths resulting
from lightning strikes may be more than the estimated
number.4 Thus, early diagnosis of injuries resulting from
lightning strikes and starting treatment early is important.

Conclusion
Since the first anamnesis is not generally taken from the
patient, most of the time, there are some delays in making
a diagnosis. Thus, in patients whose anamnesis is not fully
taken, secondary examination should be certainly made
and the cases should be reviewed in detailed physical
examination.
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